WRITING HOOKS FOR SONGS
â€œHooks and Riffs: How They Grab Attention, Make Songs Memorable, and Build Your Fan Baseâ€œ, is part of
â€œThe Essential Secrets of.

Play With Sequences Expectation and anticipation is something every great chorus harnesses. You know,
those choruses you could sing over and over for hours and still not be sick of them. It goes without saying that
if you want to write hooks and choruses like the greats, you should study their work. The participants are then
asked to rate the song on a scale from "dislike very much" to "like very much". So how do we go about that?
Often radio stations conduct "call out" either on the Internet, via telephone, or a music test either online or in
an in-person setting to conduct surveys. How does a melody speak emotion? Typically, starting on your home
note â€” the tonic â€” is a clear sign to the listener that they've arrived where they belong. Think of them like
small little Lego blocks that can be stuck together in multiple different ways to create larger things. Unique
Instrumentation The instruments chosen to perform a riff or a lick can make a major contribution to the song
sounding hooky and differentiating itself from the competition. A chord progression that accompanies the
hook will also need to be short, so create a 1-or-2 chord progression that sounds good when repeated. The
cadence in the melody from neighbor tones to the root, alongside the cadence of dominant to tonic make sure
our ears hear that lyric as the main message. That motif is repeated with subtle variations and is answered by a
second motif. You want the listener to be expecting and waiting for that hook to come around â€” the hook
and the sections leading up to it should almost act like a magnet that draws the ear to the most important part
of your song. In some studies, radio stations play the hook, typically bars long, [6] for audiences of up to
participants. Harness the Power of Repetition and Subtle Variations Repetition is often the thing that really
drives a strong hook home. A sequence is a musical idea that is transposed and repeated to create a pattern. An
easy way to get past this is to simplify your idea, narrowing it down to one or two motifs â€” then build up
from there. It's hard to not feel victorious after straining your throat proclaiming your victory. Think carefully
about which words or phrases you want to emphasise and position them accordingly â€” something you feel
profoundly, like a declaration of love, would be best conveyed via a melody leaping from one note to a
significant other. In songwriting, you can use this to really build things up before or during your chorus and
draw the ear into your hook. A hook can be lyrical, melodic, rhythmic â€” anything that gets under the skin
and refuses to leave. His songs are on three Grammy-nominated albums and have sold more than 50,, copies.
Use in market research[ edit ] The hooks of a song may be used in market research to assist in gauging the
popularity of a song based on the listener's ability to recognize the song's hook. In music theory, one technique
you can use to create expectation for your hook is a sequence. Stations may use the services of a professional
"hook service" or prepare the materials themselves. That way, I can have more confidence in my hooks as I
consider them as song ideas. Inspiration will find you working! The melody, harmony, and lyric speak the
same message This means that the emotion in the lyric is supported by the inherent emotion in the melody. It
is also sometimes heard throughout the song, especially during the turnaround, the musical interlude between
the end of the first chorus and the subsequent verse. Melody is made up of rhythm and pitch. For many hooks,
we might say all roads do indeed lead to Rome. Lyric Hooks While most people associate hooks with melodic
elements, lyrics can be hooky, too.

